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Leader of one of the
Boko Haram group’s
factions, Abubakar Shekau
speaks in front of guards in an
unknown location in Nigeria in this
still image taken from an undated video
obtained on January 15, 2018. Boko Haram
Handout/Sahara Reporters via REUTERS

n the aftermath of 9-11, the U.S. raced to implement efforts and programs
to deal with “terrorism.” It declared a “Global War on Terrorism,” which in
turn became simultaneously other things: a “Long War” and “countering
global insurgency,” finally “countering violent extremism.” Regardless,
the challenge was no different conceptually than that faced by those
of the past: how to respond to an armed nonstate challenge bent upon
achieving political change through commission of violence directed,
at its foundational level, against the innocent (persons and property
protected by the laws of war).
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This, of course, is the textbook definition of
terrorism, yet immediately there surfaced in
our efforts no degree of confusion as much
that had once been called insurgency was
reflagged as terrorism. As most groups we
confronted were in fact insurgents, it was
as if all of analytical history had suddenly
vanished in our race to embrace hubris and
strategic distortion.
Ultimately, most of academia, the various
departments of the U.S. government, and
both U.S. and international law ended up
precisely where they had begun, with terrorism essentially defined as: violence by
non-state actors directed against the innocent for political purposes. Such violence,
of course, could be either method (used by
insurgents) or logic (wherein the violence
serves as an end unto itself, frequently having propagandistic value). Despite the by
now hackneyed observation that there is
no accepted definition of terrorism, in reality there was considerable agreement with
the formulation just provided, particularly
amongst the states of the United Nations. (2)
The key challenge, then, was to identify who
or what was “innocent.” For those serving a
democracy, the answer was quite straightforward: persons or property protected by the
laws of war. The democratic framework was
essential, because absent legitimacy – which
only stemmed from striving for a just order –
the whole category of terrorism collapsed. This
quickly became clear as the vocabulary and
analytical approach were
falsely appropriated by
dictatorships with their
murderous ways.
More to the point,
alienation of significant
slices of any polity that
resulted in rebellion,
whatever its precise
form (with terrorism
being one) demanded
not merely condemnation but explanation,
particularly if the marginalization was transnational (e.g., a segment
of a religion, with Islam
being of particular salience, but even, more
recently, Buddhism).
Explanation, in turn,
when carried out from a
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democratic perspective, demanded that attention turn to the failure, actual or perceived, of
the political opportunity structure to be inclusive and responsive to the popular will of all.
The latter term was necessary to make clear
that explanation did not necessarily mean
justification, though even the deformities that
were al-Qaeda and the Islamic State, when
traced back far enough, invariably brought
analysis face-to-face with socio-economicpolitical deformation, the imperfections and
brutality of the Egyptian autocracy in the case
of the former, the Iraqi dictatorship of Saddam
Hussein for the latter.

Transferring Theory
to Operational Reality
All that has been discussed can be termed
“the roots of conflict.” From the unfolding
of the process discussed above emerges the
threat group. This may seem complicated,
but in reality, it is a process that all analysts
of irregular challenge have used in some form
or another for (literally) centuries, possibly
even millennia – if we suppose that historical regimes going back to the birth of history,
faced with rebellion, did not simply respond
but at some point endeavored to assess why
they had a revolt on their hands.
This can be made more visible by resorting to
a display as at Figure 1 below, which presents
a visual format using the present case of Boko
Haram. (3)

Figure 1. Roots of Conflict as applied the case of Boko Haram (current)

In the upper left, societal context, which may be defined
at any level – local, regional,
national, international – impacts upon individuals (macro
acting upon micro) through
the salient factors of any world-historical
moment. The result is either acceptance
or dissatisfaction, with the latter at times,
giving rise to substantial effort for change
that goes beyond episodic protest; that is,
to a social movement. This was the case in
Nigeria’s northern, Muslim tier (especially
the northeast) in the decades leading up
to the turn of the century. To the various
factors listed (upper left) could be added
any number of others (e.g., urbanization),
but the end result was a substantial social
movement which embraced Islamization
as its vehicle to a more acceptable world.
Within this larger movement, one of the most
salient figures was Muhammad Yusaf (born
1970), assisted by Abubakar Shekau (born
1969), for whom substantial change, such
as the implementation of sharia in the Islamic north, did not go far enough. Hence he
formed his own Salafist movement (the ideological driver in the situation), which sought
to exclude as forbidden (haram) foreign
ways, especially education (boko). Despite
its at times sharp elbows, it was essentially
peaceful. In controversial circumstances, he
and numerous members
of his group, after launching a state-wide rebellion
in Borno, were killed in
state repression in July
2009. The result was Boko
Haram under Shekau, a
splinter from the original
movement that thus sought
through violence to set the
world aright.
In this brief telling, leaders – in this case adherents to a form of political
Islam – emerge as politicians in search of a constituency. Whether Yusaf
would have continued on
an essentially peaceful
trajectory remains to be
seen. The context which
led to his rebellion is
complex but does not support an assessment of premediated rebellion. State
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repression achieved that. Left unexamined,
of course, is the identity of the movement
followers, both “before” and “after” the key
trigger event of July 2009.
It is in examining this facet that the complexity of the factors (usefully abbreviated GHESP, or geographic, historical,
economic, social, and political) in the
upper left of the figure come into play.
Rarely, even where religion is concerned,
are they attracted to clarion calls per se.
Rather, they seek because they yearn.
The political opportunity structure, for
them, does not mediate their grievances.
Ideological formulation of solution – the
process of framing and narrative – offers
a way forward.
A frame provides the boundaries and content of the picture of reality it desires an
audience to see. As a frame is dynamic,
it is constantly being created and altered
through the process of “framing.” The
tools utilized are narratives, stories that
provide the actual “pictures” that emerge
within the frame. Such narratives necessarily can be explicit or implied in the
messages they convey. Generally emerging
from within unique cultural contexts, they
are most powerful when they utilize idiom
that speaks unconsciously to the target –
such as, in this case, Nigerian Muslims. (4)

The alternative trajectories possible for
such a splinter have already been noted.
Either terrorism as a logic, structurally divorced from the social base, or terrorism
as a method, one tool in the arsenal of a
mass mobilization movement, can eventuate. One hastens to note that structural
estrangement from a potential social base,
occasioned by entering a state of clandestinity – is not simply a matter of having
or not having popular support. The latter
waxes and wanes as per circumstances,
but placing the group in a hermetically
sealed position, if we may use that term,
is something altogether different,
Regardless, the threat will pursue a strategy, and state counter must interrogate
and display the tangible and intangible
aspects of the strategic unfolding. This
can be done by using the widespread
concept of lines of effort (LOE) and
their constituent campaigns to map the
threat actions that invariably occur (with
absence as significant as presence), as
displayed in Figure 2.
Of particular importance are the foundational conceptual campaigns that comprise
the Political LOE of any group that seeks
to construct a counter-state in opposition
to the state: it builds (through mobilization
of manpower and resources, both of which
conceptually are subcampaigns) and it governs. Where a terrorist
group is concerned, the
discussion is essentially
tactical and even the use
of the conceptual terminology (lines of effort,
campaigns), though still
useful, becomes almost
superfluous as opposed
to simply discerning
patterns and operational
actions. It is the alternative world of an insurgency that necessarily
must be mapped in all
its complexity.

A poster advertising for the search of Boko Haram leader Abubakar Shekau is pasted on a wall in
Baga village on the outskirts of Maiduguri, in the north-eastern state of Borno, Nigeria May 13,
2013. REUTERS/Tim Cocks
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Similarly, it is the Violence LOE that enables the construction
and governance of the
counter-state. It is, after all, at some point in
time declared illegal

a conceptual category requires neutralization, then delve into the specifics and the
seizing of the initiative.

Figure 2. Conceptual LOE with constituent campaigns.

and subject to state response. As displayed
in Figure2, the violence involved must
conceptually fall into one of four categories: terrorism, which has previously been
defined; guerrilla warfare, small irregular
unit action directed principally at targets of
military utility (as opposed to the innocent
as in the case of terrorism); mobile warfare (also termed maneuver or main force
warfare), force-on-force military action;
and war of position, military action which
moves beyond force-on-force to the holding
of terrain. These may be used simultaneously and in any combination.
Several points immediately surface. First,
a number of the campaigns, as conceptual
categories, demand further specificity. The
terrorism campaign, for example, is displayed at Figure 3 using the logical target
sets as the basis for sub-campaign delimitation. Any one of these sub-campaigns, in
turn, may be further differentiated. What
are termed “local players” (the local gentry
in much of the academic literature), for instance, might be subdivided in any number
of ways, such as livelihood or community.
Second, the conceptual display is necessarily duplicated in operational representation
using maps and symbols. Schools, for
example, are a key infrastructure target in
the Thai Southern Border Provinces (SBP)
conflict and thus are carried as such, with

attendant analysis used not simply to map
the atrocity of attacks but to discern patterns
and protective measures.
Third, within all conceptual categories,
normal operational representation and plotting – the standard plotting of any police or
military “ops-center” – goes on, since this
is what unfolds on the ground.
The value of such conceptual display is to
guide recognition of the operational art (the
level of LOE and campaigns) that bundles
tactics so as to comprise threat strategy.
Absent such recognition, correct response is
impossible. Response must first discern that

Figure 3

An examination of the Terrorism sub-campaigns of Figure 3, for instance, makes clear
that counter must determine how to utilize
a combination of defensive and offensive
measures, kinetic and nonkinetic, tangible
and intangible, to safeguard the target sets.
Two categories alone, local players and infrastructure, create extraordinary demands
for protection that can only be met through
extraordinary mobilization of local security, normally popular self-defense forces
(which, in turn, come in a bewildering variety of forms with numerous specific procedures to ensure discipline and command
and control). (5) Such forces are normally
of a basic level and far removed from the
specialized units that one associates with
VVIP or international actor protection.
Of a different nature are the armed forces
themselves, a frequent terrorist target, for
whom the procedural shifts embodied in
force protection are normally sufficient,
as opposed to the standing up of entirely
new forces.
If this much is abundantly clear where
armed action is the topic of analysis, the
complexity of the matter muddies the
picture considerably when examining the
Political LOE and the required neutralization its campaigns. Arrest may be an immediate and necessary element of response,
but it quickly runs into precisely the same
challenge that makes local defense (or individuals and infrastructure, not to mention
areas, which I have termed “local security”)
so daunting. This is why counterinsur-

gency, in particular, but also
counterterrorism is inherently
political. Only rival political
action in the form of cadre can
address the political action of
the threat LOE.
For the security forces, even uncovering
the clandestine apparatus of such threat
can be hopelessly complex. The urge to
cut through the Gordian Knott by use of
torture has led to the any number of forces
following down the path made infamous by
the French in Algeria, as portrayed, it hardly
needs adding, in The Battle of Algiers (Rizzoli, 1966) and, more recently, in a plethora
of films dealing with American actions in
the war on terrorism.
In the final analysis, response, absent a
determination that “kill them all” is not
acceptable, is only possible if grounded in
legitimacy, however defined. It is not so
much whether the challenge has it as the
indispensable requirement that the state
possess it in order to mobilize adequate response. Local defense, to cite but the most
obvious illustration, is well-nigh impossible
when the locals have nothing they are willing to defend – or simply see the other side
as the lesser of two evils.
To complicate matters further, violence is
conceptually accompanied by weaponized
nonviolence (see relevant LOE in Figure 2).
The potential campaigns on any such LOE
are myriad; those represented are evident
in any detailed study of the past.
Most intriguing is the use of netwar as pioneered by the Zapatistas in Chiapas, Mexico
in their 1994 effort and beyond; that is, the
mobilization of international and domestic
networks of attachment and engagement
(i.e., social networks) to bring pressure to
bear asymmetrically upon the seemingly
stronger adversary. The internet may be a
virtual form; but communications are not
the issue, rather linkages which allow the
nonkinetic neutralization of, in particular,
superior kinetic strength of the state. (6)
As the Mexicans were to discover in the
illustration at hand, neutralization of such
a campaign was often beyond the state, at
least in the near-term. Such may be said for
the other campaigns displayed.
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Finally, to the Nonviolence LOE must be
added two more as further displayed at Fig-
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ure 2, an Allies (Domestic) LOE and an International LOE. The constituent conceptual
campaigns are again those that emerge from
detailed study of the past and are delimited
to the extent common sense would dictate.
All threat groups, for example, seek allies,
but these invariably come in two basic forms,
those that are controlled by the group under
consideration (normally termed, fronts) and
those simply influenced. Normal terminology is used, with the literature replete with
alternative wording, such as “useful idiots”
to describe those influenced individuals who
engage in self-mystification in order to support organizations and their causes which are
obviously odious to objective observers (one
thinks of American and European supporters
of the Khmer Rouge).
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There is nothing mutually exclusive in
these lines of effort. Neither can they be
considered in isolation from the generating mechanisms discussed earlier. All exist
conceptually only to give form to human
action. It is the mobilization campaign
of the Political LOE, for instance, that is
comprised operationally of the actions of
individuals to recruit manpower and obtain
the wherewithall to wage violent politics.

Operational Reality
to Strategic Planning
What emerges, then, is a guide to interrogate
any irregular strategic challenge by keying
off the discussion to ask five questions: (1)
what is the political project at hand? (2) Who
are its domestic allies (outside the movement)? (3) How does it use violence? (4)
How does it use nonviolence? And (5) What
is it doing internationally? The answers will
be the five lines of effort, with the details
embraced by the relevant campaigns.
An example is dsplayed at Figure 4, drawn
from the case of overt Nepali Maoist insurgency, 1996-2006, discussed previously
in this journal. It illustrates the strategic
clarity gained.
Though the Nepali Maoist insurgency did
not use concepts and terminology advanced
here, its thinking – derived from people’s
war publications and cases – can be accurately represented as such. The relative
sophistication of the insurgent strategy
meant that all LOE were present with most
of the campaigns discussed previously.
All evidence then and since points to the
keen appreciation of the Maoist leader-
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ship for both the tangible and
intangible dimensions of their
struggle; that is, the use of
kinetic action both to achieve
facts-on-the-ground and to
engage in information warfare.
Most particularly, they understood completely a point never grasped by the government: in irregular warfare, the fundamental
relationships of combat are reversed. If in
regular warfare, shaping, which is overwhelmingly nonviolent (e.g., information
warfare itself), shapes the battle space for
appplication of violence, irregular warfare
sees violence itself as the dominant shaping mechanism, preparing the human battle
space for application of poltiics. Even had
the Maoists been a terrorist group devoid of
a following, this would have been true, albeit tactically, with tactical instances of terror conducted for their messaging value. In
this case, though, tactics assumed strategic
salience, magntitude and direction, through
their conceptual bundling into campaigns.
Evidence from Maoist leadership deliberations showed all kinetic actions considered
within this framework, though communist
idiom dominated. Campaigns, for instance,
which have been variously labelled even in

Faced with such a
strategic challenge,
Kathmandu, had
it conceptualized
the matter
correctly, would
have deployed
well conceived
responses
implemented by
various resources
drawn from its
instruments of
national power.

Western doctrine, are for communists but
one level of “struggle,” a term which is especially useful when the object of analysis
is non-military action. What results is not
unlike a “normal” election effort but accompanied by the ability to violently attack
human obstacles to electoral dominance.
Faced with such a strategic challenge, Kathmandu, had it conceptualized the matter
correctly, would have deployed well conceived responses implemented by various
resources drawn from its instruments of
national power. Instead, it deployed only
its security forces, led by the Royal Nepal
Army (RNA). Despite its shortcomings
and handicaps, not least astonishingly
scarce resources and a complete absence of
meaningful foundation for such a task, by
2005, the security forces had succeeded in
stabilizing the situation. As shown on the
figure, they had blocked the Maoist Violence LOE, which by that time had all four
conceptual campaigns in play (with numerous constituent tactical efforts unfolding on
the ground and in the arena of influence).
Yet as 2005 began, the political context
afforded such opportunities that a debate
ensued within Maoist leadership as to the
viability of moving from essentially tactical support for violence to emphasis upon
the four other LOEs. The decision to do so
was made at a September 2005 meeting in
Chunwang, Rukum. Frequently presented
teleologically as a decision to participate
in parliamentary politics, it was nothing
of the kind.
The royal seizure of power (monarchical
emergency rule is a useful interpretation)
had alienated the legal political parties.
The resulting “seven party alliance” proved
willing to enter into an arrangement with
the Maoists (a union labelled SPAM by
some) to overthrow the king. The Maoists seized the opportunity, though it was
hotly contested by those leadership figures
who felt violence was on the verge of
delivering complete victory. In contrast,
the main leadership saw that an inflexion
point offered a chance for victory by altering emphasis.
The deicison was therefore made to use
alliances, especially the united front campaign, in conjunction with political action
in hitherto denied government-controlled
areas – access to which was gained by of-

Figure 4
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fering to negotiate for “peace” – to prepare
the battle space for a seizure of power. An
extensive lawfare campaign sought to enmesh RNA in a web of legal complications
which would allow its effective dismantling
(through leadership changes and wholesale
integration of Maoist combatants). Violence
was relegated to a supporting role and continued to be used extensively through the
standing up of a paramilitary organization,
the Young Communist League (YCL). Its
weapon was terrorism, even as radical leadership figures were told that forces outside
the YCL would prepare for urban combat
to be launched when the moment was ripe.
In the event, circumstances – in particular
the unwillingness of RNA to agree to its
own demise – created a very different unfolding but one not altogether unfeavorable
to the Maoists. So frustrated were radical
figures at the long-game approach of the
main leadership, with its emphasis upon
opportunistic as opposed to systematic use
of terrorism, that they split into increasingly
more violent splinters, with the Chand aka
Biplav faction being the present standbearer
for immediate, wholesale (though not foolhardy) confrontation.
This, though, is to leap ahead. Neither such
conclusion nor the operational art in play
were appreciated by the national leadership
in Kathmandu. The result, as illustrated in
Figure 4, was that state response continued
to focus upon the insurgent Violence LOE
even as their other LOE achieved their
operational objectives.
Not understood by the Maoists themselves,
however, was the extent to which the essence of what has just been discussed was
both grasped by key field grade officers
and briefed in considerable detail to the
higher command. RNA’s inability to influence the political nature of the struggle
could not prevent the collapse of the oldorder, at least as concerned the monarchy,
but did inform its response to the Maoist
strategy following the November 2006
Comprehensive Peace Agreement. That
the Maoists viewed the latter as a tactical
step – as opposed to the strategic shift
portrayed by the media and INGOs, along
with a group of ill-informed European
governments – was ultimately understood
and could be acted upon with the shift to
new RNA leadership to force the Maoists
into still further strategic adaptation.

Figure 5

“Counterterrorism” Conclusion
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What the Nepali state should have done
seems self-evident. This was to assess the
situation, examine the impact of present
(likely unsuccessful) state response, form
a concept of future response, implement.
Simple enough in theory, execution demands
that this – which is but a simplification of
all that has been discussed to this point – be
conceptualized. To this end, see Figure 5, a
template for analysis and response.
The structure of Figure 5 is certainly not
set in stone, and it is displayed so as to
facilitate assessment and response, with
resourcing included to highlight the obvious: all ways undertaken to achieve ends
must be operationlized through means.
Further, the “start,” in the box labelled
“Problem,” emerges from the analysis done
in the heart of the Estimate. That analysis
involves everything already discussed, with
the complexities of Figures 1 contained in
the “Roots” box, those of Figure 3 (and,
by implication, Figure 4) contained in
the Strategy box. “Frame & Narrative”
is self-explanatory in line with the earlier
discussion.
The identification that consequently
emerges for the “Problem” box necessarily
drives assessment of “Present Response,”
since almost invariably the state, when

examined at any point in
time, is proceeding in ways
inappropriate to the nature
of the threat or simply ineffective even when appropriate. The recently reargued
debate concerning U.S. (and NATO)
strategy in Afghanistan well illustrates
the point. Only then-sixteen years of
futility could cause anyone to suggest,
first, privatizing the war, second, considering seriously a plan for privatization
that reduced suggestion for remediation
to “kinetics on steroids,” in the private
words of one critic.(7)
Put another way, what state response
must ask, and the privatization option
just mentioned does not, is: (1) Who and
what is the threat? (2) What has produced
him? (aka “who are those guys?”); (3)
What is their message? (aka what do
they claim they are fighting for?); and
(4) How do they intend to get to where
they want to be? (aka what is their strategy and how are they implementing it?).
Response, then, as displayed in the lower
half of Figure 5, speaks to the realities of
the answers in such manner as to facilitate reincorporation into the polity. This
is the approach of every significant actor
who has entered the history books as a
result of success in restoring normalcy
in such manner as to not leave the battle
space a howling wilderness.
Certainly even such a simple assertion
can be controversial, given that many of
those involved in reaction to revolt (by
whatever name) are representatives of
the established order and thus, it can be
claimed, suffer from legitimacy shortfall. Nevertheless, in the modern era, the
cases of “kill them all” are not advanced
by anyone publicly as desirable. One
thinks immediately of the Russians in
Chechnya or the Chinese in first Tibet,
now Xinjiang, though the latter may
be considered as pioneering “smother
them all” as opposed to the more brutal
approach that has ended Tibet as it once
was. Still, it is likely that those with the
relevant linguistic skills can probably
point to nationally produced assessments
which laud the crimes of Moscow and
Beijing. The Western colonial record
in this regard is well known, but what is
of greatest moment is the fierce debate,
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which started even as expansion abroad
commenced, as to what objectives should
be and what methods were acceptable.
Other concerns displayed in the figure are
self-evident, but it may be emphasized
that the importance today of response to
accord with rule of law is basic, though
hardly of concern for the “kill them all”
approach. For approaches grounded in
embrace of citizen empowerment, legitimacy can only eventuate from response
that adheres to due process. This should
not be mistaken for pandering, a problem
inherent to the very phrase “winning the
hearts and minds,” which never meant
quite what it has come to stand for: an
agreeable form of social welfare action
albeit facilitated by weapons. When first
used by the American Patriots, the formulation, as advanced by John Adams,
the text made the point much more clear:
“But what do we mean by the American
Revolution? Do we mean the American
war? The Revolution was effected before
the war commenced. The Revolution was
in the minds and hearts of the people, a
change in their religious sentiments of
their duties and obligations.”(8) This is
the language of empowerment, not of
services provision.
Regardless, controversy in execution of
response is inevitable, all the more so
when the threat group can be assessed
as more terrorist than insurgent. Emerging from Figure 5, therefore, is the plain
sense reality that the less analysis points
to “Roots” and “Frame and Narrative” as
factors, the more Response focuses upon
the threat group itself; and more it is a
primary group (e.g., the Japanese Red
Army), the more this becomes a matter
of tactics.
A gray area has plainly emerged when
an insurgency, such as ISIS, in addition to practicing horrific terrorism as a
method in its counter-state construction,
simultaneously carries out raids internationally that ignore the laws of war,
thus executing acts of terrorism. As this
approach is shared by nearly all major
violent radical Islamist groups, which
overwhelmingly are insurgencies using
terrorism as method (even al-Qaeda
consistently has sought a territorial base,
most recently in Yemen), response has
increasingly gravitated to targeted killing executed by drones.
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Not surprisingly, this has become increasingly controversial, despite the
reality that deep penetration patrols have
for decades been instructed in (and executed) only two skills: observation of a
target or its destruction, with the two frequently going hand-in-hand. The inappropriate use of the term “assassination”
to describe targeted killing highlights the
controversy evoked, with the issues not
surprisingly making it to movie screens.
What is often less debated is the obvious tendency of the tactical actions to
become ends unto themselves, not unlike
the highly efficient “night raids” used by
Western special operations forces in a
variety of theaters but most notably Iraq
and Afghanistan (where they continue).
Absent insertion into a strategic plan,
they lose efficacy.
In fact, as globalization has resulted in
unprecedented exposure of all elements
of planning and execution, some have
questioned whether it is even possible
for democracies to engage in the roughand-tumble (aka “big boy rules”) that is
inherent to countering violent politics.
As numerous cases illustrate, this is
hardly the case, though the Western conflation of the term “counterinsurgency”
with “expeditionary counteirnsurgency”
serves to confuse what is endeavoring to
engage in counterinsurgency in someone
else’s country, with all the challenges
attendant to what is a colonial project
in everything but name. Minimally, a
country engaged in such a project on
home turf has priceless advantages in
culture and language, though this is
certainly not the case in numerous instances where separatism is either the
issue or serves to feed larger issues. The
noteworthy case of Sri Lanka serves to
illustrate this well, where, from first to
last, the predominantly Sinhalese forces
were adrift linguistically in Tamil areas
(though, ironically, less so culturally,
both cultures having lived side-by-side
for a considerable period of time, contending narratives notwithstanding).
To global challenges should be added the
extraordinary possibilities for resource
mobilization now available, with the premier illustration (at least until recently)
being Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias
de Colombia (FARC or Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia), which was
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sustained by a profile of criminality
dominated by involvement in the cocaine
trade. This allowed a certain looseness
in the implementation of its people’s
war doctrine (of the Vietnamese variety
transmitted primarily via the FMLN of
El Salvador), in particular a focus upon
armed action (particularly terrorism)
at the expense of popular mobilization
(which was all but still-born). As a
consequence, when a reformed military
in 1998-2006 led what ultimately proved
a spectacularly successful regaining of
the strategic initiative and subsequently
the knocking of FARC to the canvas,
initial assessment using the approach
discussed herein revealed clearly that,
unlike, say, the Nepali Maoists, the only
the Violence LOE was robust, indeed,
even functioning at the level of operational art in its implementation through
terrorism, guerrilla war, and mobile war
(with FARC having failed to make the
leap to war of position). This allowed an
initial 1998-2002 focus upon militarily
reversing fortunes, which was followed
by a more comprehensive Democratic
Security Plan, 2002-2006.
It must be emphasized that the particular
shape the Colombian response took derived from its careful and comprehensive
construction of an Estimate that identified both the nature of the threat and the
weak points in its ecology. Other countries have done the same, ranging from
Iraq to Peru. The Iraq case is salient for
the reasons well known: so rapid was the
collapase of the state that the traditional
devleopment of clandestine infrastructure proved wholly unnecessary, and the
new counter-state, the so-called Caliphate, would immediately launch assaults
upon other states, ranging from those in
the region to those in Europe (or even
the U.S. and elsewhere, if one credits
self-radicalization). In victory, however,
were the seeds of defeat. As happened in
the case of LTTE, once it had effectively
achieved its Eelam (Tamil homeland) by
the turn of the century, statehood brought
with it the requirement to wage war at the
interstate level. This proved impossible
once foreign powers came to Baghdad’s
assistance, and Iraq itself engaged in
considerable martial reform.
Iraq serves to illustrate a final point.
There is a mistaken tendency to con-

fuse both counterterrorism
and counterinsurgency with
politics per se. That is, it is
held that a strategy of counter
has failed – even if successful
on the ground – if it somehow
fails to address all the factors which gave
rise to estrangement and violence in the
first place. This is not at all what goes on.
Counter is a first-past-the-post matter of
restoring conditions such that politics can
again function normally. It may be forced
to continue indefinitely, as in “the Reconstruction” era, 1865-77, that followed the
American Civil War – or is occurring now
in Sri Lanka; but that is a matter of policy
not of something called counterterrorism
or counterinsurgency. “Victory” sets the
conditions for politics to address imperfect
reality. To the extent politics fails, the teams
return to the playing field.
This is not an effort to be Delphic only to
highlight the obvious: like money, politics
never sleeps. Warfighting – which we call
counterterrorism or counterinsurgency –
comes into play when the political process
is unable to mediate grievances, hopes,
and desires. No system is foolproof, but
some are demonstrably worse at the business of addressing interest aggregation and
articulation than others. Likewise, simply
because grievance is expressed does not
make it legitimate. There has been a
growing tendency to claim that if violence
appears, this alone is proof of a deficient
polity. Such claim lacks merit.
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Likewise, simply
because grievance
is expressed
does not make it
legitimate. There
has been a growing
tendency to claim
that if violence
appears, this
alone is proof of
a deficient polity.
Such claim lacks
merit.

All strategic assessment and response
discussed above has proceeded from the
standpoint of democratic governance.
The nature of any response to violent
challenge can powerfully influence what
follows. This is a matter of both sound
planning and robust command and control
in implementation. Once reintegration of
the alienated is achieved, the new world
created by the exigencies of war demands
fresh approaches to governance such that
popular incorporation and empowerment
create a legitimate political opportunity
structure. The very word legitimacy speaks
to the metric: popular involvement and acceptance in a system that belongs to them.
This is the ultimate end-state we seek.
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